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by which the contents of the unconscious still reach us,
One of the commonest ways is the neurosis, which is not
what one at first would expect. A neurosis is usually under-
stood as a kind of inferiority, a quantiU negligedbk from a
medical point of view. This is a mistake, as we have seen.
For behind the neurosis are hidden those powerful psychic
influences in which are rooted our spiritual attitude and its
guiding principles. Rationalistic materialism, that apparently
quite trustworthy spiritual position, is a psychological counter-
movement against mysticism. This is the secret antagonist
that has to be combatted. Materialism and mysticism are a
psychological pair of opposites, just like atheism and theism.
They are hostile brothers, two different methods of somehow
grappling with the dominating unconscious influences, the
one by denial, the other by recognition.
If then I want to name the most essential thing that
analytical psychology has added to our Weltanschauung,
I should say it is the knowledge that there exist certain
unconscious contents that make undeniable deinands, or send
forth influences, which nolens wlens must be met by the
conscious.
You would find my analysis somewhat unsatisfactory if
I were to leave the something I have described as an autono-
mous unconscious content in this indefinite state, and made
no attempt to tell you what our psychology has discovered
empirically about this content.
If, as psycho-analysis assumes, a definitive and satis-
factory answer can be given, as for. example that the original,
infantile dependence on the mother was the cause of the
longing, then this knowledge should also provide a solution.
There are such infantile dependencies which actually do
disappear when they are thoroughly investigated. But from
this fact we must not infer that this is true in all cases. In
every case something remains unresolved; sometimes it is
apparently so little that the case is, for all practical purposes,
finished; but again, it may be so much that neither^the

